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“High prevalence of multidrug-resistant gram-negative organisms in HIV positive men” (INFD-D-16-01002R3)

January 31st, 2017

Dear Prof. Castelnuovo,

Please find enclosed our revised manuscript entitled “High prevalence of multidrug-resistant gram-negative organisms in HIV positive men” by Claudia Reinheimer and colleagues to be considered for publication in BMC Infectious Diseases (INFD-D-16-01002).

We thank the editor for the helpful comment which we hopefully addressed properly in our manuscript (changes in the text are marked in red). Introduction of the suggested modifications resulted in a slight change in total word count (now: 2,406 words).

In accordance to the referee’s comment we restructured the “conclusion” (both, in the section “abstract” as well as in the “main text”, respectively).

We hope that our manuscript is now suitable for publication in BMC Infectious Diseases.

Yours sincerely,

Claudia Reinheimer
Reviewer 1

1. Re-write the conclusion; Clearly highlight the key findings in a chronological manner. Difficult to figure that out in its current form. Check your opening phrase.

Thank you for this comment. We rephrased the conclusion in the abstract as well as in the main text. Please see L53-56 and L236-240.

Done as suggested.